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This document describes you all the steps to setup and run the eShop V5.

1

General Infos

This diagram gives you an idea about the major dataflow in the shop. Most tasks will run
automatic in the background. The shop is Java/AJAX based and has no page changes in the
web browser. The shop comes with a lot of automatic functions so you can start in a short
time. But where are still several test settings for messages in the shop and for emails to customers to setup.

2

Modular Built

The shops are modular build to allow a flexible control over all details.

2.1

Browser Compatibility

The frontend is compatible with all major browsers, needs for the AJAX functionality
JavaScripts.
For managing the shop in the backend we recommend FireFox or Internet Explorer 7.
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3

Setup of the Shop

3.1

General info’s and prepare

This section informs you about the first needed steps before you can start with working in
the backoffice.

Your domain for the shop

3.2

You need a domain or a sub domain for your shop. We will send you the IP address of the
server to add in your DNS server. Your shop can be seen in the browser like
http://shop.companyname.no. The path to the shop after the domain name is in most cases
your company name.

Security

3.3

To run the shop with SSL we need from you a certificate. The certificate must be in your
domains name and to your company. If you need more specific information do note hesitate
and ask us.

Cookies in the shop and backoffice

3.4

The shop needs cookies to speed up operation. During a session we save in the cookie the
following data
-

SessionID
Shoppingbag
Viewed products

Note:
When you change settings in the backoffice and want to check them in the frontend, you
need to delete the cookies, because the values are stored in the cookie. So if you add as an
example a new catalog, you can’t see it before you delete the cookies. A good idea is to
work with two different browsers, so you can delete just the cookies for the frontend without
the ones in the back office

3.5

Session duration

The session is kept open as long as the customer keeps his browser open. We do not guarantee as a working day, because the server will sometime restarted nightly. The shoppingbag wil be active during all the time.
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4

The back office

In the back office you can setup all details fort he shop. Login to the back office with your
login credentials.

Wrong username or password will give you a message to inform you. You can retrieve the
password in case you lost it.

4.1

General info’s about the back office

The backoffice is Multilanguage. You see always your used language in the left pane and the
other languages selectable in the right area. This makes is easier to translate the texts.
Version: 1.0.0
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Note:
The timeout is 30 minutes, this means the session will closed automatic after you’re idle during this time. So we recommend you to save always your changes before you left the pc.

4.1.1

Administrator setting

Change first the Admin email address and select the language you prefer. The backoffice
supports at this time English and German.

4.1.2

The WYSIWYG Editor

The integrated editor allows you to work on static content with ease and you can create
pages as you like with pictures and links. The editor supports CSS-styles, uses the picture
gallery to add pictures and shows the content also in HTML source code.
To open the editor, click on the button labelled “Edit text”
Version: 1.0.0
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The editor shows a clean interface what makes editing content simple. Good some basic
knowledge of HTML is always an advantage.

Please check in your browser settings what popups are allowed, otherwise you can’t use the
WYSIWYG editor.

4.1.3

Picture gallery

With the included picture gallery you can manage all your media like pictures, Flash, PDF in a
central place. Every file has to be uploaded one by one. Later on we will support zipped files
with unzipping on the server.
You can add your own directories for storing the files. The gallery can be used in the editor
and elsewhere in several places.
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5

Basic Settings

Where are a lot of text settings for the front-end end for all emails going to the customers.
You can use for all text a comfortable WYSIWYG-editor to modify the content. Also you can
upload all your images to an integrated image gallery.

To open the editor click here

And then you see the editor.

Then you see also here the image galleries who will keep all your images and also pdf files
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A quick note about importing text from Word documents. You can do so, but you need to
import the text with a filter to filter out all rubbish from Word to have some clean HTML text
Note about some details in the picture galleries
In areas where you need a fixed width for the pictures, you see only the ones with the correct width, the others are suppressed. You can see the info about the width.

Copy and paste from Windows Office Word files
This is in most cases a difficult job to coy files from Word. The reason is, the copy function
copies all formatting information invisible for you and this can look aardvark in the browser,
specially in Firefox who does not support all this not so nice formatting. Also if you use a different font in your Word document this font information will be copied into your web content.
To solve this, we have a simple solution. Open in the editor the Word paste-in box and so all
unneeded formatting information will automatic be removed and you import just the clean
text.
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5.1

Tipps and help information

You will find in several places help information either with mouse over on some places, or
text information in each sections start page. Also a complete help system is available in left
menu.
5.2

Startpage

After the login you see the start page of the backoffice with short info’s about each section.
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You see on top the navigation to the different sections, left you will find the sub navigation
in the corresponding section.
5.3

Shop Administrator

The shop administrator is the so called “Power Administrator” and he is the only one with
rights to change every settings in the shop. He has the right to setup other section administrators.

The shop admin can change the following settings<:
Login Name

Is fix set at the time the shop was created. If this
login name needs a change, this can be only done
by a SuperAdmin

User Name:

Select a name

Email:

The email address of the shop administrator

Change password

He can change his login password, the minimum
length is 6 characters

Language:

Select the language in the backoffice. Only English
and german are 1005 translated

5.4

Some general info about setup the eShop

Please take some time to setup at least a minimum to have the shop is working as you need
it. Most of the features are set automatic. But you can optimize a lot yourself for the best
result.
The steps are as follows:
- Adapt all static texts for mails, and shop pages Without theses jobs, your customers
missingall essential informations about your company; like GT&C, About, shipping
and payment infos and all emails are not correctly set to your company. Where are
Version: 1.0.0
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already some texts on all pages, but these texts are just very basic and need hands
on.
-

Modify all the design settings, payment- and shipping, add your company colors and
logos.

-

Justify the products and organize them in catalogs whenever needed.

-

Setup the prices in the price calculation section. Without these settings your shop
shows the recommended enduserprices from the Tech Data Datapack.

-

Organize your customers and group them into the correct customer groups. Set what
type of customers you prefer in your shop in the “Setting” section.
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6

Settings

The Setting sections main page shows you all the parts you have to setup. These are:
- Design settings, all around the design and keywords
- Stop status, to tell the world if the shop is closed
- User management, setup the different admins in the shop
- Tax setting for your country
- Setting for shipping payment options
- Country settings

6.1

Design settings

Start with the setup-assistant, first setup your basic shop design. Select the one you prefer
and click on proceed to next page. Your settings are always stored.
The design is always independent of the colors you want to use. But where are some exceptions; depending on the design, you can’t change the colors, this can happen in the “Xerox”
or “Apple” styles.
With click on “Preview” you can always have a quick look on the shop with a specific design.
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6.1.1

Design settings page 2

Here you can change all the colors in the selected design. Depending on some selections you
need also to replace pictures with background colors. You can save only one setting.
Disable color shading in first product on front-page. If you don’t like the color shading just
check this here and you see no more this shaded background.
With colorshading

Colorshading disabled
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Click on the blue ? icon and you see where your changes are applied. Click on the eye-icon
shows you a preview of a style image and clicking on the green arrow lets you go back to
the default image.
And if all goes wrong, just click at the bottom to “Reset to defaults” and the original colors
and settings are back.
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Changing color is easily with the help of the color selector. Just click on the color icon where
you want to replace the colors and the color selector pops up.
You an either pick the color you want, or select from palettes with some colors or form the
named 256 standard colors.

In case you want to replace pictures in the design, keep note of the size of the picture you
want to replace.

The picture of the top navigation separator is 3x23 pixel as an example.

6.1.2

Design settings page 3 shop name and logo

Shop name: Here you can set the name that should appear in the browser bar

Meta tags for keywords and description; add here with a maximum of about 200 characters
the keywords you want to be found in searchengines as well as a short description of your
shop.
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Company small logo; this is the logo what appears in b2b shops without unregistered customers. Take care to upload only 120 pixel wide logos

Header of the shop; here you can select to use different sizes banners or a picture on the
entire header area.
Logo and banner; with this selection you can use either a small banner 468x62 pixel or the
bigger size with 728x90 pixel together with a company logo n the size of exactly 212x90
pixel.
If you want to use the entire are of the header as one picture, select this option
The banners can be set to use different sources of the content. You can simply add astatic
banner from the backoffice with the image gallery, or you can use external banners from
whatever source you want. Or you can also use our banner management solution.
Also you can disable to show the manufacturer logos in the shop frontend

Version: 1.0.0
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Take note:
The picture sizes must fit exactly to the correct size, otherwise they are not showing in the
picture gallery
6.1.3

Design settings; contact infos

In this area you can add or modify your contact information. This info can be displayed in
the shop frontend in one of the sidebars.
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6.1.4

Show as trusted shop

The shops will be tested by trusted Shops a German based organization. This makes sense
only in Germany.

6.1.5

Show testeo information

Testeo brings external information about products into the shop. This service is free for the
shop merchant but gives the visitors valuable information about products. If the customer
wan’t to see all details about such a product test, he has to pay a small amount.
If you are interested in using Testeo, pls drop us a mail to support@cgx.ch

6.1.6

Allowed users to register

Depending your shop type, you can disable all unwanted customer type. Default you have all
types, like unregistered, private and corporate customers. But you can disable all unwanted
groups. Like you can see in this sample, we have only corporate customers allowed to register.

Privat customers
Corporate customers
Customers without registration

Version: 1.0.0
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6.1.7

Languages in frontend

Set here the languages you want to have in the shop frontend. You can select a default language and additional languages. The languages can be limited depending of your shop type.
Each customer can have his own settings to overwrite the default language.

6.1.8

Design settings; final step

The last step is to check the address and set if you want the Google Analytics statistics. But
you can her at any time step back and correct all the settings.
In case you want to use Google, subscribe to the service and add the correct Google Analytics ID into the given field. In case you need first some more information about Google
Analytics, we reommmend you to buy a book from Amazon.

6.2

Shop Status

This setting allows you to close your shop for maintenance or whatever reasons and have a
message to let you know this to your visitors.
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Closed shop title: Add here the name of your shop
Closed shop text: Add here the reason why your shop is closed.
6.3

User management

In this section you can manage your administrators for specific sections. So each administrator can work only in a specific area of the eShop’s backoffice. This makes sense, so each
section can keep privacy and no one can overwrite sections.
The mainpage of the User management sections shows a listing of all administrators

Admin Typ
PowerAdmin
CustomerAdmin
ProductAdmin
MarketingAdmin

Version: 1.0.0
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OrderAdmin
SettingsAdmin

6.3.1

ucts and the news.
He managest he orders
He setup all statics content in the shop and in the emails.

Setup a new administrator

Login Name
User name
Email
Role
New password
Status
Default language

This is the login name for login to the account
The user name is displayd in the backoffice
Set the email address of the administrator.
The role of the administrator can selected here, types see table
above
Here the passwords can be managed
An admin can be set to active oder disabled
Her you can set the default language this admin wants to use in
the backoffice

In the listing page you can search for administrators and you can setup new ones or delete
Administrators.
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6.4

Tax settings

In this section the settings for the VAT in different countries can be set. The shop can keep
one VAT set per country. Also the default VAT per shop can be selected.

6.4.1

Add new tax

Select “Add new” and click on “Execute”

Tax name (backend)
Version: 1.0.0
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office
Tax name (frontend)

Shows this name in the shop frontend

Tax rate

Shows the amount incl. A % sign

Additional price text

The text in “Additional price text is displayed
just under the tax name and can be used to
add some special text to a price. The text is
in HTML and you can format it with all the
HTML tags, like <color> or <b> for cold text

The text in “Additional price text” is displayed just under the tax name and can be used to
add some special text to a price. Like in this sample as “Employeee-price”

Version: 1.0.0
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Check in the email what placeholders you can use. Each template can have different placeholders.

6.4.2

Modify a tax

Just click on the tax area name and modify the values you want to change and save it.
6.5

Shipping and payment

In this section you can add and modify all your settings for shipping and payment as well as
the dependencies of them. With the default settings you can manage most of them.
An exception are payments with credit cards and direct bank payment. These payment
methods are country dependent and will be added then needed.
For each customer group you can specify different payment and shipping methods.
In the mainpage of the delivery methods you can select:
- New shipping methods
- Modify them
- Delete
- Default display order in the shopping bag. But this can be changed in each customer
group

Version: 1.0.0
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6.5.1

Add a new delivery method

Select in the main screen as action “Add new …” and click on Execute. This brings you the
screen for adding the new method
Calculation model

SAP XML Code
Name
Notice

Version: 1.0.0
Date: 07.04.2008

You can select how the shipping cost has to be calculated:
- by weight of the products
- Exemtion limit
- Fixed price
- Free delivery
- Total value of the order
This setting is fix and must be set as needed for the
default Tech Data shipping method in a country
This is the name of the method seen in back office and
in frontend in the shopping bag
This is the text shown in the mouseover, but only the
one from the default shipping method is shown.
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Then in the lower part you can add the costs and this shows you depending of the method
different data entry fields.
We use here shipping by weight of the products in the order. To add this method, start with
adding a new shippingmethod
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With click on “Shipping” you get a link to the page about shipping and payment. This page
can be setup with all delivery and payment options.
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Payment methods

6.6

In this section you can setup the payment methods you want to use in the eShop in the different customer groups. You find here some predefined methods which you can overwrite
and modify or you can setup them new from scratch.

6.6.1

Add a new method

Select first the calculation model. This model name means how you want to calculate payment method specific additional costs. You can select out of these ones:
-

Free, no cost for the payment method in general, you can add or substract a percentage
Exemption limit, the payment method is free above a fixed amount
Fixed price, a fixed price will be added to the total amount
Credit card manually, this setting can be used for manually billed credit cards, this
payment method needs some adjustments
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-

Direct debit, this payment method needs some final adjustments
YellowPay, Swisspost payment service for Postcard, Visa, Mastercard, Amex

Add subtract, you can add or subtract a percentage to the total amount. Say for creditcard
processing you can add 2% to the total price
Name, this is the name you give to this payment method.
Notice, this is the text you see in the shoppingbag during checkout.
Payment price, here you can add fixed amount to the invoice
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6.7

Dependencies

Each delivery method must be combined with a payment method to work correctly in the
order process. Because not every methods fit together, like courier service and payment in
advance etc. You can set this dependencies easily in this matrix table.

6.8

Country settings

In this
-

section you can set:
Countries you want to server
Currencies
General settings

6.8.1

Countries

With this setting table you can setup what countries the customers can see in shop. So you
can set into which countries you want to deliver your products. It makes really no sense to
have in a shop all countries from Afghanistan to Zimbabwe listed.
In the case you miss here a country, drop us an email to support@cgx.ch
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You see here the selected countries in the address form in the order process

6.8.2

Currencies

You can set the currencies you want to use in the eShop. This version of the eShop works
only with one currency in the frontend. But you can setup different currencies and you can
select which of them is visible in the frontend.
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6.8.3

Adding a new currency

You can add at any time a new currency, just click “Add new …” and “Execute” and the
menu with the fields Name and Symbol comes up and must be filled out.

Note: The shop uses the currency of the corresponding DataPack used in the shop

6.8.4

Other settings

Her you can set to use as separator in numbers either the . (dot) or , (comma)
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7

Static content/text

In this section you can set any static text in all pages in the shop frontend as well as all texts
in email templates used towards the customers. We have some sample text in most languages, but they can be used as a guideline and must be adapted to your particular situation.
7.1

Information pages

Information page are all the pages listed in the top right navigation. These pages can be designed as you want and can be removed from the navigation as well. You are here completely free also to rename the name in the navigation.

These pages are:
Help:
You can set an individual help text
You can fill the pages with text and images as you want. Use here as tool the WYSIWYG editor.
Enabled:
Navigation title:
Title:
Text:

Version: 1.0.0
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Show the page in the navigation or hide it
Navigation name in the shop frontend
Title of the page in the shop frontend. The title uses a style
corresponding to the selected design
Add here the content of the page
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Use here the WYSIWYG-editor for best results. Just click on “Edit text” to open the editor.
The text in title is formatted corresponding to the shop style. H2 to H4 have a fixed style
also corresponding to the shop style. But in some cases H3 and H4 is not supported. No
other font style can be used in the shop as the one defined in the editor.

7.2

Footer pages

This are all pages with links located in the shops footer.

The content can be added here similar to the information pages.
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7.3

More info pages

The “More info pages” are the pages with navigation on right column. These pages can be
named to whatever you want. They also can be completely be hidden. In case no pages are
enabled, the box disappears completely in the shop frontend. Also this box can be moved
around to other places, read here the details in the marketing section.

You can add a total of 10 pages in this box:
- Select the name of the document in the navigatoion
- Enable disable the page
- Change the title of the box
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7.3.1

Editing a page

Editing the content of a page is similar to the other static pages

7.4

Customer registration

Each static text in the eShop can be modified and adapted to the own customers need. IN
the default setup shop are some text already added, but pls. check them if they fit to your
needs. Also for each customer section in the eShop, you have also to modify a email template.

The customer based texts are organized into these areas:
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7.4.1

Any user
Private users
Corporate users
Customers without registration
My Account
Forgot password

Registration any customers

These texts can be changed to your needs with the WYSIWG editor

Here you can add the changes.
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7.4.2

Registration private customers

This is the text after a customer has sent in his registration as a private customer

7.4.3

Confirmation for private customers

This is the confirmation page after a private customer has sent his registration.
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7.4.4

Register as a corporate customer

This is the text to register as corporate user
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With the WYSIWYG editor you see the correct formatting of the content

7.4.5

Confirmation corporate customers

This is very similar to the confirmation of private customers
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7.4.6

Customers without registration

These types of customers are named “onetime purchasers”. The reason is her, even they
have not to subscribe, but internally we have to register them, otherwise we can’t work with
the orders.
This is the text in the frontend in the shop during checkout.
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7.4.7

Confirmation for customers without registration

This text is momentarily not used.
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7.5

Edit “My Account”

These texts are all around the “My Account” settings. We do not have here all steps in detail.
Most here is self explained and in general the text can be left as default ones.
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7.5.1

Edit “Orders”

This is to edit the orders part in “My Account” The text inside the red lined rectangle is editable.
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7.5.2

Edit Account details

Here you can edit the text in “Edit my account details” The text for privatre- and corporate
customers can be different.
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7.5.3

Edit “Lost password”

In case your customers loosing the login details, they can recover them easily. You can set
all the texts on shop pages and in the email sent to the customer.
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7.6

Email templates
All emails used in the shop are based on templates. So you can edit all the texts as you
nee them. Many items have placeholders. The templates are working similar to a mailmerge system you probably know and this placeholders will be replaced at runtime with
the correct text.
The mails to the administrators are sent in the language the backoffice is set. This mail
scan be setup simpler as the ones to the customers.
All mails can be setup as simple textmails, or as HTML-mails with complete formatting
and integrated pics, like your company logo.
The template for the invoices is only in HTML available.
We show here in the documentation only on one sample how to setup the email templates. All of them are similar. And depending your setting in the shop, not all are always
needed.
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You see in the next screenshot, how an email template is build up.
All have these settings
-

Sender Address
CC eamiö
BCC email
Subject of the mail with placeholder tags
Text message for simple text based mails
HTML message

You see in each template the associated tags. Use only these ones and do not mix with the
ones from other templates. This will end in errors, because not all templates use the same
tags.
Use the tags in the following way:
Good day [USER_SALUTATION] [USER_LAST_NAME]
Thank you for your order:
[ORDER_DETAILS]
You can check the status of your order after login to „My Account“
Best regards
Your Shop-Team
Version: 1.0.0
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The mail looks as follow:
With the tag [ORDER_DETAILS] the complete order information is copied into the email
form. The design of this is fix and can’t be changed.
Pls check all this templates to set them up correct to your shop
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7.7

Invoice template

This template is a bit more specific. To change the basic template you need to be a bit familiar with HTML. You can modify the template with the WYSIWYG editor, but you can also use
an external HTML editor like Dreamweaver or Frontpage to modify all details.
You see a lot of Tags you can use in the invoice form. Combining them with static text you
have limitless ways to format your individual invoice form.
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Pls. take note; the invoice form can be used only for HTML mail clients. At this time we have
no solution for text based mail clients.

7.8

Shopping card / order text

These texts are all editable in the backoffice.

Please read the already added content and modify if you want a different text
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7.9

B2B login page

If you set your shop for B2B only with hidden shop without a login you can setup this text

The first part of the text is fixed set, but the second part is free to set form the backoffice.
Also the title of the “Welcome box” can be set here.
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7.10 Search results
The search result page can have some text in case nothing was found to tell the customer
what you can help here, to find the right product. So he can just drop an email. In the email
the search words are automatic added.
The first part of the search result page in case no product was found is fixed with the form.
The part after the form is free settable from the backoffice.
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With the WYSIWYG editor you can format the search help text as you want it.
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8

Marketing

In this section you can setup all related information/pages around your marketing plans. You
can let all default, but it makes really some sense to step in here and personalize the shop.
In this section you can set these items:
-

8.1

Start page (Home) of the shop and catalog start pages
Left and right columns content
Skyscrapper on right side
News pages
Top 10 products

Setup startpage

The startpage of the shop (index-page) can be setup to meet your needs for your customers.
8.1.1

Shop general welcome text

This is the text who appears just below the header. This info can be edited with the
WYSIWYG editor and images and Flash animations can be added as you like.
This text is used in all catalogs and all customer groups. If you want in each customer group
and catalog a different welcome text, let this field blank.
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8.1.2

Random products on all startpages

On all catalog startpages the merchant can select, which products he want to show. Default
are just randomly selected products displayed.

These products can be form all product families or you can limit them to a selected family, class or subclass. The setting is selected by clicking on “here” and then either add or
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remove selections. In a popup windows you can select the needed products classes to
add to the random selection

The shop has a fixed set rule. Only products who are on stock will be displayed here.
This rule can’t be changed.
But instead of random products you can select the preferred products as well. This is done
very easy.
Just click on the product you want to replace or set from random to a fixed product and enter the Tech Data product number and if this is a valuable number, it is set. Otherwise it informs you with a message what you should add here a correct product number.

All this settings are per catalog
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Left and right columns

8.2

These columns can be setup in a very easy way. In this parts you have either some needed
boxes, like the shopping bag, navigation, news, info pages, Top Products; as well as buttons
and banners for marketing activities with a link to a product or catalog or what is needed.
The position can be set overall, the vertical position as well as moving form one column to
the other. This can be simply done by clicking on the green position arrows.
This setting is per catalog, so you can have iin one catalog the navigation on left side and in
an other on right side.
Also the display of each of these boxes can be set:
-

Enable/disable means it is enabled in the selected catalog
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8.2.1

Add or modify a box

A new box can be added by clicking at the bottom of the page to “Add custom box” or by
clicking on “Edit” of a selected box.
Here the following settings can be applied:
-

Target; open the lin kin a new browser or in the same browserwindows
Target URL, where the link shall point, either a link to a page or product inside the
shop, or to an external website.

-

Image, a picture can be selected from the gallery. Take note here, the picture must
have an exact width of 160 pixel, otherwise the picture is not displayed in the gallery.
Enabled globally; this means, you can show a picture in all catalogs or only on a selected catalog.

-

8.3

Skyscapper banner

You can add on the right side of the shop some banners, we use here the size of skyscapper
banners. The banner can be controlled from the backoffice or from an external banner
server.
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The banner module has the following settings
Catalog
Enabled
Global enabled
Type

Target
Target URL
Image
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Select to which catalog you want to add this banner. In case you
set “Global enabled” you can use the banner in all catalogs.
You can enable / disable the banner with this checkmark
If global enabled then the banner is shown in all catalogs
Banner form local gallery; select it direct from the backoffice.
External managed banners, with an adserver external managed
banners. Here you can manage as many bannes as needed
Banner external server: If you store the banners on an external
server
Select if a click on the banner shall open in a new browser or in
the same browser as the shop
Add here the target URL
If you add the banner as a local image
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Situation with external managed banners from a ad server like OpenAds. You have here just
to enter the script to invoke the banners.

Banners kept on an external server. Here you have to enter the URL of the banner. Only one
banner per page can be managed.

8.4

News pages

The shop can show a maximum of 10 news info pages. The news will be shown with date,
teaser and the message itself. The appear and disappear on the selected date automatic, no
hand on are here required. The newest news will be shown as top most.
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Where is no news archive, so the news have to be overwritten if more then 10 are used.
Later on this section will be modified with some more functionality.
If this section is not used, you can hide this completely.
A news can be hidden at any time as a quick solution.

8.4.1

Add a news

Click on the title of the news you want to edit. To add the corresponding dates is best with
the integrated calendar popup. Add all the content as needed, use pictures, links or formatted tables as you need it.
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8.5

Top Ten Products

In this section you can show for each catalog until 10 products. The “Top Products” are
shown in right column and the position can be changed in the “Left/right Columns” setting.

The box itself can be named as you want with “Title”, or if not wanted it can be hidden.

You see all the 10 products, in case a selected product is no more in the daily datafeed it will
be marked in light red.

8.5.1

Add a new product

These is simply done by clicking in the product line and then add a correct Tech Data article
number into the text field and click “OK” If the number is correct it shows you the name of
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the select product. If a wrong entered number, then an error message appears and you can
correct your settings.
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9

Organisation

This section will be used in the future.
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10

Pricecalculation

This is a job that can’t be bypassed. You need to setup at least a major rule for a price overall. The prices are calculated with rules. You can setup a rule that covers all products and all
customer groups. But you also can set the prices fine grained. So a different mark-up for
printers and a different just for all HP printers.
Also you can setup prices for a fixed date and this price can be a fixed price.
To search in the rules you can filter them by catalogs and customer groups

10.1 Add a new pricerule
Select action = Add new rule and click on “Execute

Then you can select the rule type you wan to use with the settings:
-

Valid from – to: this setting can limit the use of a rule to some fixed dates
Rule type,
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o
o
o
o

Percentage add or subtract a percentage
Quantity break, price depending
Fixed price
Fixed addition

-

Base Price
o DealerBestPrice
o Recommended Enduserprice

-

Operation
o Addition
o Subtraction

-

Cumulative, this means you can set two consecutive formulas. Say first is all printers
10% discount from endcustomerprice and for manufacturer HP +55 more discount.

Rulecondition
- Product number, the rule is valuable only for this selected product
- Product categorie, select the rule for what category you want it
- Manufacturer, select a specific manufacturer
- Catalog, select the catalog for which you want to set the rule
- Customer group, select the specific customergroup
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Rule details
Depending on the rule type you can add here percent or an amount

10.2 Rounding
The prices can be rounded in several ways:
Product level rounding
-

Use
two
Use
Use

Auto, Floor, Ceeling round for exactly two digits this rounds you the price on
digits. This means if a price is 12.246 = rounded 12.25
Auto, Floor, Ceeling round for rounding to 0 or 5 = 12.15, 34.50
Auto, Floor, Ceeling round und set two fixed digits = 24.99

You can always test your settings with a sample calculation
The sample below shows rounding to .99

Total level rounding
This controls the level of rounding in the total amount of an order.
-

Use Auto, Floor, Ceeling round for exactly two levels correct rounded
Use Auto, Floor, Ceeling round for rounding to 0 or 5 = 12.15, 34.50
Use Auto, Floor, Ceeling round und set two fixed digits = 24.99

To reset the settings you can click on “Don’t use”
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The setting above shows these amounts in the shopping bag
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11

Customers

Customers are grouped in customer groups. This makes it easier to handle customers with a
similar profile. As default we have three customer groups:
-

Customers who don’t want to subscribe
Private customer
Company customers

These default groups can’t be deleted, but they can bypassed if not needed. New customer
groups can be added depending your eshop version.
Customers can be imported with a CSV file, the format is described separate, or they can be
added from frontend by the customer itself or the admin can add them in the back office

11.1 Customers
All customers are listed in the customer listing page. You can find customers with a simple or
enhanced search.
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11.1.1

Add customers

Customers can be added in the frontend by the customer itself and in the back office as described here.
A customer can be added as private or company customer. Depending on this selection
some fields are blocked form filling.
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Where are three steps to setup a customer
-

Address all details about his address
Customer account, all further info about his account
Delivery address.

Customer account
These are the settings:
Customer number
User name
Customer group
Default language
Allow sign in
Allow orders
XML Authentication, Buyer ID
Generate the password automatic
Assign a password
Confirm now
Internal note

Is given by the eShop system
Also give by eShop
Select where you want this customer to be
added
The language can be set
You can temporary block a customer without
deleting him
Can be set to yes or no
These settings are to define with Tech Data
Her a new password for the customer is
generated and sent to the customer by email
You can manually assign a password
You can confirm new customers here. An
email is sent to him. In static pages you can
set the text for this email
You can add here a note just for your information

Shipping address
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This part allows you to add shipping addresses. Depending on the customer type the customer can have until unlimited shipping addresses. One of the addresses has to set as the
default

To add a new delivery address you select Add new …. And “Execute”, then the details can be
added in a new popup box.
Also the customer can add or modify the addresses in his “May Account”
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11.1.2

Customer import/export

Customers can be imported and exported as CSV file. To transform them into an other format like XML, we recommend using Talend or your favourite application.

The format for importing or exporting customers is:
GroupName,"ShopID","UserName","Password","FirstName","LastName","Email",
DefaultLanguage","LastConfirmed","CompanyName","FoundingYear",
"CompanySize","Salutation",DepartmentName","CompanyTypeName","Street",
"StreetDetails","ZipCode","City","CountryName","Phone","Fax","Mobile",
"SubscribeToNewsletter","VATNumber","Type","AllowOrders","internalNote","xmlAutenth",
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"xmlCustomerID","street1","StreetDetails1","ZipCode1","Phone1","Fax1","Mobile1",
"CountryName1","City1","salutation1","firstName1","lastName1","email1",
"defaultAddress1","used1","street2","StreetDetails2","ZipCode2","Phone2",
"Fax2","Mobile2","CountryName2","City2","salutation2","firstName2","lastName2","email2","defaultAddress2","used2",
"street3","StreetDetails3","ZipCode3","Phone3","Fax3","Mobile3",
"CountryName3","City3","salutation3","firstName3","lastName3","email3",
"defaultAddress3","used3"
The best way to get an empty file is to just export a customer and then you have a csv file
with correct field names.

11.2 Customer groups
All customers are organized in customer groups. Normally all customers inside a customer
group have similar conditions.
In all customer groups you can show different products, catalogs and prices.

11.2.1

Add, copy or rename customer groups

In customer group listing click the selected action and then click on “Execute”
-

Add new … opens the dialog to add a new customer group
Copy to … this lets you easily copy a customer group to a new one and modify just
what you need
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-

11.2.2

Rename, just lets you change the name of the selected customer group
Delete, deletes a customer group. This can be blocked if you have customers in this
group. It also warns you what in this case you can loose all related to this customer
group

Add a customer group

The screen with all the details around a customer group is divided in different sections.
Name
Display prices in shop
Display availability
Allow part delivery
Minimum purchase volume
Display expected delivery date
General terms and conditions
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Name of the customer group
With or without VAT can be selected
Do not show, show icons (red/green) or show exact
numbers
Set yes or now if you want to allow or prohibit it
If an order is below this setting, a warning message
appears during checkout what the sum is to small
No information, simple information without a date, or
information with a date. These messages are fix in the
shop and can’t be changed in the back office
If set to yes the customer must confirm what he had
read the GT&C then he pressed this button.
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The proceed to checkout button is not working in this case as long the reading is not confirmed.

Delivery and payment methods
In this section you can define what payment- and delivery methods you want in this customer group.
The display order can be set, to have the most wanted on top. Also would be best to have
always the default method on top.

PDF invoive. This part is not fully functional and is replaced to a manual invoice sending
method. This part will be correctly added next.
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Welcome text
Shoppingcart
EVK display
Default catalog
Display my Account
Default status for registered customers
Show quote

Add ons

11.2.3

Each customer group can have it’s own welcome
text or if checked you can use for the customer
group the default welcome text
Can be hidden
You can hide the prices in the shop, so if also the
shoppingbag is disabled, the shop is just used as a
catalog
You can set which catalog can be seen after login
This page can be hidden in the case you want only
unregistred customers in the shop
Her you can set, if new subscribed customers can
immediately place orders or have to wait until they
are approved by the administrator
If set to yes, the shopping bag can be used as a
quote. So in this case no shipping cost will be added
and the shopping bag is sent to the administrator for
working on it.
These part is not implemented right now

Modify a customer group

By clicking on the name of a customer group you can modify it and after theses changes to
store the changes it must be saved.

11.2.4

Select default customer group

Each customer group can be set as a default customer group for new customers. This
means, if a new corporate customer subscribes he will be added into the customer group
who is selected here as the default for corporate customers. So for each type of customer
groups you can set one as default. Later on, you can move the customers to whatever customer group you select.
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12

Products

In this section you can find all details about the handling of products. In general you can
have in the eShop different groups of products
-

Tech Data product portfolio, this products are imported daily based on the partners
Datapack file information.
Imported products, this are other products imported into the shop with a CVS file.
Manually added products, if only a smaller number of products should be added, then
this is the best way to add such products.
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12.1 Tech Data Products
All Tech Data products are imported automatic every day; the merchant has nothing to do
with the import. He will get informed with an email about the import. The daily product import imports the commercial data of the products. A separate import updates the technical
information about the products. Also this import works fully automatic in the background.
12.2 Shop Overview
IN this section a simple listing shows the number of products per product family. This section
will be updated in the next time to show also some statistic information about the products.
But it gives you a quick overview about the products in your shop.

12.3 Classification
This section let’s the merchant modify and enhance the product classification. Also his own
classification can be added as well.
The classification can be modified as needed:
-

Change the name of the classes
Ass your own classes
Change the structure of the classification

This part will be functional during April 2008.

Version: 1.0.0
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12.4 Catalogs
The eShop can show products in different catalogs. A catalog can be:
-

A vendor catalog with mainly products of a single vendor
A thematic catalog with products selected by a theme, like “Digital Photography” and
with products from this area
A special selection of products for a larger corporate customer who just want to order
5 different pc configurations
A catalog can belong to a customergroup

This makes the shop very flexible and allows presenting the products in an easier way to the
customers.

Each catalog can have a different content, either products and also all the marketing boxes
on left- and right side. All can be set global for all catalogs oder individual for each catalog.
Version: 1.0.0
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12.4.1

Adding a new catalog

The default catalog is the IT catalog. If you only have this catalog in the shop, then the box
left side above the product navigation will be hidden.
To add a new catalog select “Add new…” and click “Execute” and an empty catalog form will
be opened.

On this page you have the following options to select
Enable
Catalog name
Use media
Mediafile
Version: 1.0.0
Date: 07.04.2008

A catalog can be enabled or disabled, just
uncheck and the catalog is hidden
This is the name of the catalog in the left
menu box
If thi sis checked you can add an image or
Flash animation
Upload a mediafile from the gallery
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Open Link in

Script or HTML link

Add products

12.4.2

The image can be linked with an internal link
to a page or product, or to an external website. If internal then open in the same
browser, if link is external then it can be
opened in a new browser
This is the space to add the link, either internal in the format as a deeplinkj index.jsf?entity=product&eid=SAPNummer,
see chapter about Deeplinks, or a script for a
Flash file
Here you can add the products to the catalog. See the information below

Add products to the catalog

Where are different ways to add products. If only a small selected sortiment of products
should be added, you have a simple method to do this.
Version: 1.0.0
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Just click on “Quick Add” and

The products you want in this catalog in this field with copy & paste. To store these products
simply click at the end on “Add rule” and they are stored.

The added products are listed here and can be deleted or modified as neded.

The other methode to add a group of products can be invoked from “Add new rule” and
“Execute” This allows you to select products from either a manufacturer or from the product
hierarchy or mixed say all products from manufacturer HP and select here just “printer” or
subtract products from all e.g. subtract manufacturer “IBM”

Version: 1.0.0
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In the popup you can see the complete product tree click on the tree you want to use and
click the link at the bottom “here” to add the selection.
Finally click on “Add rule” and your new selected products are added into the catalog.

12.4.3

Manage the catalogs

The catalogs can be changed in the order why should be displayed in the left box. Simply
click onto the green arrows and move them into the needed order.

Version: 1.0.0
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12.4.4

Dependicies

In this section you can set, which catalog will be shown in which customer group. Simply select in this matrix the customer group and map the catalogs you want to show in them.

Version: 1.0.0
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12.5 Products
In the products section all the products can be managed. In this version all the automatic
imported Tech Data products and the external products can be added and modified. Upload
of larger amount of products with a csv file will be added later. In the meantime we will help
you to manage this and copy this direct onto the shop server.
In the main page you see all the products listed and they can be dynamic sorted as you
need. To search a specific product we have here a flexible filter methode.

12.5.1

Manage products

Products can be manage in these ways:
- Add a new product
- Copy a product to a new one
- Delete a product
- Enable or disable a product

Version: 1.0.0
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12.5.2

Add a product

Select in the dropdown “Add new” and “Execute”. In the new screen all the details of a
product can be seen.
The product section is divided in 4 parts
-

Basic, this is all the basic information around a product including the picture and PDF
brochure
Overview, in this part you can add the main specs
Full specs, all the detailed attributes of a product can be added here
Accessories they can be linked here

Version: 1.0.0
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12.6 Manufacturers
All manufacturer found in the Tech Data Datapack are listed here and all have a logo added
by the IceCat product import.

For other vendors not listed here, you can add new vendors by select “Add new …” and click
on “Execute” To modify a vendor, just click on the vendor number and modify the content.

Version: 1.0.0
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Add in the new screen the manufacturer name and ID, the ID is used internal, on the website is only the name visible.
The logo must be added via the picture gallery. Upload the image first to the image gallery.
The logo must have an exact width of 100 pixels, otherwise it will not shown iin the gallery.
The image format can be JPG, GIF or PNG.

12.7 Pricelists
This part will be implemented in Q2/08

12.8 Import/Export
In the import / export section the following can be done:
-

Export datafiles for different services, like priceservice
Import files for testeo product tests (Poland and DACH countries only)

Version: 1.0.0
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12.8.1

Testeo import

This import works automatic. You need testeo to inform what you want participate

12.8.2

Priceliste export

All basic information of a product can be exported and the format of the export can be saved
and modified.
A new export list can be created by select “Add new..” and click “Execute
In the new form you can edit all the fields. Most of them are self explained . But these ones
need to know:
-

Preset name, a name for the export file
Automatic export, then this is checked the file will be exported every day onto the
web root, so the price services can pick it up.
CSV format, to set the format of your export file
Fields are all the datafiled of the products. You can rename them as needed and uncheck the ones you don’t want to export

Version: 1.0.0
Date: 07.04.2008
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13

Orders

In this section you can work on your orders. All about orders can be found in this section.
-

New orders
Orders
Export orders

13.1 New orders
All new orders coming in during the day are listed here on this page. You can click on the
order number to see the order details, or you can click on the customer name and you see
the customers details.

Version: 1.0.0
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An order who was opened and worked on, will be listed next time you want to open it in the
section “Orders” Here you have a very detailed search if you have to search and list some
specific orders. Clicking on the arrow icon on right side, opens some more detail to search
even by single customers or products.

Also just search by date to list all today’s orders is simple with the integrated calendar.

13.1.1

Setting

The order number given in the shop automatic can have a basic setting. This setting is used
in the shop for all customers.

Version: 1.0.0
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13.2 Export orders
In this section you can export all orders or selected orders into one zipped CSV file. The ziparchive contents two files
-

The customer- and shipping address
The ordered products

To export the orders in bulk, select the orders you want to export in the order listing and
execuite a “Search”. This will show you the orders you want to export.

Next step is export the selected orders with click on “Export”
In the export dialog the field separators, text delimiter and if you want the fieldnames in the
first line can b e set.

The export creates you a ZIP file with two CSV files inside

Version: 1.0.0
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Addresses_orders.csv
Inthis file you find all the address details of the order
Order number
Address
Company
First name
Last name
Street
Street adress
Zip code/City
Country
E-Mail
Phone

eShop system give order number
Shipping and invoice address
Companyname
First name of the person who placed the order
Last name
Stress address
Additional address infos
Postal code and city name
Country
Email of the person who placed the order
Phone of this person

Products_orders.csv
In this file you find all ordered products
Order number
SAP number
Manuf number
Description
Quantity
Unit price
Total price

eShop system give order number
Tech Data preoduct number or external vendor number
Manufacturer article number
Shop product description
Quantity
Price per unit
Total line price

Note to shipping and payment cost
These costs are also in the export file
Shipping cost is in the field SAP number
Payment method is added in case it is one who is not free
Version: 1.0.0
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Method name is in the field description
So these data can be transformed with an external application into the format you need.

13.3 Working with orders
In the order listing page you can change the status of orders or you can delete wrong orders. Just “Select entry” after you has selected the orders you want to change in the status
and click on “Execute”

13.4 Order
To process and proof an order you have to open it by clicking on the order number.
On top of the order page you can see and set the status of an order. This is very simple
workflow to keep track of the orders.
The status of the order will be shown in the customers MyAdmin area, but this works only
for registered customers.

Version: 1.0.0
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13.4.1

Tech Data order

This section is essential to check before you send the order to Tech Data via XML.
Customer
Customer order number
Invoice number
Order reference partner
Allow part delivery
Invoice sent
Order date
Amount to be collected at delivery

OPG project information
End customer related information delivery
note
Send order confirmation
Send invoice

Version: 1.0.0
Date: 07.04.2008

This is a link to the customer details
This is the end customers order number
This is the invoice number
This is the TD partners reference number
If part delivery is allowed
Informs what the customer was invoiced
Date and time then the order was received
In case the end customer must pay at delivery and the shipping is done by Tech Data.
So this is the amount who must be collected
from this customer
This is for simple note to Tech Data about
special order handling in case of a OPG order
This info is added in the delivery note from
TD to the end customer
If set in the customer group send no order
confirmation at the time the order from customer is sent
Click here to send the order to the customer
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13.4.2

Invoice address

This part of the order shows the customers address and shipping address. If the partner
(dealer) wants to have this order shipped to his address, then he as to check this box

Version: 1.0.0
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13.4.3

Modify products in the order

The products can easily be modified in the order, e.g. you can add new products or change
the number of selected articles. This makes is easy to add products if the customer calls you,
it is easy to modify the order in the shop.
13.4.4

Add new products

With “Add new product” it is easy to add new products in the shop. The product you want to
add must have a Tech Data product number, or your external product number.

Note
The last product in the order can’t be deleted. In such a case, you must delete the complete
order.
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14

Deeplinks

You can set deeplink to any product or any page of the eshop even we have no page
changes
http://www.ihredomaene.ch/ihrpfad/index.jsf?entity=product&eid=SAPNummer
14.1 Deeplinks to pages
You can set inside the shop, like on a page, button or in a product a deeplink to a page, section or product. For some Deeplinks you have to find the ID of the particular link. The ID can
be found in the corresponding section in this manual.
?entity=pgProduct&eid=[externalId]
?entity=hierarchy&hid=[hierarchyId]
?entity=hierarchy&eid=[externalHierarchyId]
?entity=pgMoreInfos&miId=[morInfosId]
?entity=pgNews&nid=[newsId]
?entity=pgTopProducts
?entity=pgHome
?entity=pgDisclaimer
?entity=pgDataSecurity
?entity=pgSupport
?entity=pgAgb
?entity=pgAboutUs
?entity=pgRegister
?entity=pgManufacturers
?entity=pgCatalogAZ
?entity=pgShoppingCart
?entity=pgFavorites
?entity=pgCopyright
?entity=pgPaymentAndDeliveryOptions
?entity=pgReturn
?entity=pgContactForm
?entity=pgRegisterPrivate
?entity=pgRegisterCorporate
?entity=pgMyAccount
?entity=pgMyAccountEdit
?entity=pgMyChangePassword
?entity=pgMyAccountOrderList
?entity=pgMyAccountDeliveryAddressEdit
?entity=pgMyAccountShoppingList
Link to catalogs

?entity=catalog&cid=3
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15

The future of eShop V5

The shop application will be updated at least once a month with new functionality. The roadmap can be found on the website http://www.eshop-v5.com. We will add next more credit
cards and more B2B functionality

16

External applications

We will provide some more integrated functionality with external applications who communicate with the shop.
16.1 Newsletter
We integrate phplist a leading newsletter application with the eshop customer database table to make it easy to send personalized newsletter to prospects and customers.
16.2 Fileformat transformation
With Talend Open Studio, the leading out of the box solution for data integration and
transformation, all exported data can be transformed into the several formats including csv,
txt, xml.
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